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An insightful view into the Rastafarians’ culture-religion never before explained in this manner.A
must for those who are interested in the philosophy and teachings of this group and its origin.
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Janhoi M. JajaINTRODUCTION This book is not to determine what religion or who you should
worship. It is to show the spiritual and mystical thread that has connected events over the ages
to bring about the culture/religion of The Rastafarians!Mankind considers himself master of his
destiny, but being a creature of the universe, certain forces exist that man has little or no control
of. If one is not in tune and harmony with these forces there can be major disappointment and
confusion.Over the ages there have been struggles by various groups within mankind to oppose
and shrug off foreign domination. The story of The Rastafarians is part of that struggle. The story
of the man called Jesus the Christ was also the struggle of people of colour to end foreign
domination. Yes he was a man of colour, Josephus the historian of that period in his writings;
‘Capture of Jerusalem’ describes him as:“A man of simple appearance mature age dark skin
small stature…The advent of The Rastafarians came about out of the need to end the
domination of black people of the Diaspora similarly to the Jews in Babylon. The Christ/Messiah
culture is the culture of the black man that has been hi-jacked by the Greeks/Romans, distorted,
and used to enslave him. Ironically the teachings of Jesus the Christ was about freedom,
independence, equal rights and justice. I will therefore attempt to link the past as it relates to
Rastafarians with the present and dispel some of the myths linked to Christianity.Table of
ContentsIntroductionChapter 1The Birth of A
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The Jamaican Rastafarians.….97ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI give thanks to my Creator,
Ancestors, Family and Friends.JAH BE PRAISEONE LOVE1 The Birth of A King“And one of the
elders saith unto me weep not: Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, The root of David, hath
prevailed to open the book, And to loose the seven seals thereof. Rev. 5:5.”“And he hath on his
vesture and on his thigh a name written, King of Kings and Lord of Lords. Rev. 19:16.”On July 23,
1892 a boy child Lij Tafari Makonnen (Lij is a title given to a newborn boy child of royalty) was
born in the Ethiopian royal kingdom. This child was destined to become one of the most
influential figures to emerge on the African continent over the millennium. He was also central to
the development of a vibrant culture/religion to greet the new millennium.The culture of The
Rastafarians!His Imperial Majesty is a direct descendant from the house of David. This came
about from the recorded meeting of Solomon and Makeda (otherwise known as Sheba), Queen
of the South that begat a son Menelik I who became king of Ethiopia. Ras Tafari is the only
individual who has legitimate claim to the title Jehashua the Messiah (Jesus the Christ) since



the crucifixion in the Bible of the man known as Jesus the Christ son of Joseph two thousand
years ago. He is the only one since David to successfully unify both pillars of the temple of JAH
(church and state under one God). According to the Bible the Jesus man attempted to do so
during his period but failed in his bid and was crucified. It was noted that His younger brother
James assumed both positions of the pillars, but the country was still under Roman control.The
unification of church and state was of fundamental importance to the Judeo Coptic culture in
order to establish the ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ on earth. These were political goals not supernatural
or metaphysical ones, and not an after you die situation also.There are several so-called
coincidences (I say so called because I believe coincidences are divine interventions) and
similarities between the life of Ras Tafari and the Jesus man. Both individuals came under
Roman domination and both attempted to fulfill the prophecy of Ezekiel Num. 24: 17. The Jesus
man failed to remove the Romans but Ras Tafari succeeded in overcoming and removing the
Roman occupation that took place in 1935, he then went on to rule Ethiopia under a Theocratic
government until 1974 when he was allegedly deposed and murdered by Mengistu Haile
Mariam a major in the Ethiopian army. To this day there is no evidence of this. His Majesty’s body
has never been found. The Ethiopian people eventually labeled Mengistu a tyrant and demon.2
The Emergence of A CultureIn order to understand Messiahship and the heavenly pillars we
have to go back in time. There is evidence that religious practices go back more than 20,000
years. These practices were a natural part of man’s spiritual development. The question
therefore arises as to how did man set about creating his god or gods.Ancient man saw nature
and the universe as a living entity. Man therefore being a creature of the universe learns from his
experiences, he learned by observing his environs and the heavens. He accepted the fact that
the sun plays the most important role of his existence and the moon is our closest heavenly
body. They also recognize that these two celestial bodies have a profound and direct effect on
the development of life on Earth. He realizes that the moon regulates life on earth and the sun
produces the energy for life to exist.These two heavenly bodies became the mother and father of
creation. Man then set about creating God in his own likened image!The foundation for the
development of civilization/religion is based on the planets/ celestial bodies that man has been
observing through eons of time. These planets became the foundation of our seven day week,
they also became the foundation of three great monotheistic religions; Judaism, Christianity and
Islam from which emerges a new and dynamic culture, Rastafarian! The culture of the man-
God.The seven planets, Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn which all have
direct effect on our daily lives represents the days of the week. The earth takes 365¼ days to
orbit the sun known as the zodiac, this period is divided into twelve houses, and until later was
represented by the same seven planets. Three other planets, Uranus, Pluto and Neptune were
added at a later date. These twelve houses also represent the Twelve Tribes of Israel.It should
be noted here that here in Jamaica there is an organization known as the Twelve Tribes of Israel
with Levi listed as a tribe. However Levi is not a tribe, Levi is of the priestly order!The Tribes are
as follows:Aries - Taurus - Gemini Cancer - Leo - Virgo - Libra - Scorpio - Sagittarius Capricorn -



Aquarius - Pisces - GadEphraim ManassehIssachar JudahNaphtali AsherDanBenjaminZebulon
Reuben SimeonWe also have what is known as the Sacred Trapezoid, this is the angle the Earth
tilts on its axis in relationship to its pole star as it orbits the sun (23 1/2 degrees). This also is
influenced by the star system Trapezoids. The measurements and numbers 10 5 6 5 of the
Trapezoid represents the numerical value of the Hebrew letters YHVH the name considered by
the Jews as the most sacred and ancient name of the God-Head otherwise called the
Tetragrammaton which represent the four elements of creation. Fire, water, air, earth (more on
the Tetragrammaton in a later chapter.)The Judeo Coptic culture is one of the oldest religions
known to man, a culture formalized by Moses who it is said to be the father of, on principles
expressed as the Kabala. These principles were taken from the ancient Egyptian culture of Ma-
at, which was influence by the stars in our Galaxy. This culture was also based on the principles
of mathematics. It’s about numbers, as John Hancock in his book The Sign And The Seal
speaks about Saint Bernard asking the question what is God and then replied to his own
rhetorical question with ‘He is length, width, height and depth’.One great mathematician
Pythagoras famous for the Pythagorean theorem studied mysticism and was initiated into the
Egyptian mystery school. The Hebrew culture/religion therefore evolves out of astronomy and
astrology, the study of the heavenly bodies and their influence on life on planet Earth.3 King
MakingOne of the first ritual created by man in his development as a civilized society is the
selection of a leader. This leader became their king whose responsibility was to insure the
productivity and protection of the community. There was also a spiritual head known as the High
Priest whose training from birth was to study the heavens and have knowledge of the universe.
He was the one who controlled and determine all aspects of life, living in the community. This
includes the dispensing of justice, land administration, scientific, theological learning and
religious rituals. Sometimes this person assumes the position of king also. A special ritual was
therefore developed for the ceremony of making a king. These were secret rituals that involved
only the kings and priests.Sumer is regarded as the birthplace of civilization and has been
identified by etymologists as the Garden of Eden in Genesis. It has been established that Sumer
was a great civilization before and after the flood, which is estimated to have taken place about
3500 B.C. it is said that Sumer provided us with our creation story and our concept of
God.Sumer also gave to civilization the wheel, precious metals, the alphabet among many other
things such as farming and building. It also developed the concept of the heavenly pillar, a
concept that runs through all ancient and archaic traditions. Christopher Lomax and Robert
Knight authors of The Hiram Key state:“The concept of a pillar or holy mountain of the earth with
the sky (heaven) is a Sumerian concept that has found it’s way into many belief systems
including those of Northern Asia.”However Sumerian and Egyptian culture seems to have
developed simultaneously considering the proximity to each other. The Egyptians developed the
concept of the pillars further by creating the twin Heavenly pillars for the unification of upper and
Lower Egypt. This was incorporated into what was called ‘the king making ritual’.The authors go
on to state:“The building of the pyramids fulfilled the same needs for the Egyptians as the



stepped Ziggurats had for the Sumerian people in that they were artificial mountains that helped
the king and his priest reach up towards the gods. But far more ancient than the pyramids was
the pillar which had the same function of reaching between the world of men and the world of
the gods.”It was the Egyptians who gave us our first calendar and brought about the concept of
the trinity with the uniting of the two lands with the twin pillars under one heaven. The authors of
The Hiram Key continue by stating:“Prior to the unification each of the two Lands had its
principal pillar to connect the king and his priests with the gods. It seems reasonable to assume
that when upper and Lower Egypt became two kingdoms in one, both pillars would have been
retained. Each pillar was a spiritual umbilical cord between Heaven and Earth, and the
Egyptians needed a new theological framework to express the relationship of their new trinity of
two lands one Heaven.”
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